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Yearbook
Newspaper
Magazine

Journalism NORMS*
+Class Starts when the bell Rings
+Don’t Waste Time
+Get YOUR job Done
+Be respectful
+Be responsible
*A NORM is an expectation of ALL,
students, teachers, parents... ALL.
All means all!

Fact Sheet
School Name
Address
Phone
Fax
School’s Web Site
Adviser’s Web Site
Principal
Adviser
Enrollment
Mascot
School Colors
Newspaper Size
Yearbook Size

Samuel Clemens High School
1001 Elbel Rd.
Schertz, Texas 78154
210.945.6501 (main)
(student publication office)
210.945.6590
http://www.scuc.txed.net/SamuelClemens
http://www.scuc.txed.net/webpages/bhernandez
Missy Sosa
Britney Hernandez
estimated 2600
Buffalo
Gold and Royal Blue
8 Pages and Online Publication
296 pages (approx 800 copies)

Late Work

Class Policies

Equipment Use Contract
I ___________________________________________ understand that as a student in
a technology applications / journalism course, I may check out school photographic,
video or other equipment for school assignments. When I check out this equipment, I
understand that it is my responsibility to take care of the equipment. I may not turn that
responsibility over to anyone, except the media teacher, during the time that the
equipment is checked out to me.
I also understand that I will be required to pay for any expenses necessary for the repair
or replacement of equipment due to any negligence. I will not be responsible for already
damaged equipment or deterioration that occurs from normal use.
Personal photography or video equipment may be left or stored in the journalism room.
If I choose to bring my own equipment for photography, broadcasting or other
assignments, I am responsible for its care. Neither the school, nor the teacher may be
held responsible for the care, repair or replacement of this equipment. Reasonable
efforts will be made for the protection of this equipment, however.
As a member of this class, I understand that I will be required to attend activities that
occur after regular school hours and sometimes off campus. This time is equal to
regular homework hours for other courses. Transportation and admittance fees will be
the responsibility of the staff member, although the media department will make every
effort to secure press passes and arrange for transportation.
It is my responsibility to get to and from any outside assignment. I realize missed
assignments affect many people in the department. I will have the opportunity to decline
an assignment in case I have prior plans or cannot get to the assignment. In case of
emergency, I will call another student to cover the assignment for me. The number of
outside assignments will vary depending on the course.
I have read and understand all of the above and will follow the policies to the best of my
ability.
_______________________
Student's signature

_________________________
Printed Name

_______________________
Student Cell Phone #

_________________________
Date

I have read and understand what is required of my son or daughter.
_______________________
Parent or guardian signature

_________________________
Printed Name

_______________________
Home Phone #

_________________________
Date
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labeled in a ziplock bag if they prefer.

Equipment Permission and Responsibility Form

B. Hernandez- A104 - 210.945.6501 - bhernandez@scuc.txed.net - http://www.scuc.txed.net/web-

Student Publications Additional Responsibilities
Students participating in yearbook or newspaper classes will be required to spend time outside of regular class time working
on these student publications. This includes, but is not limited to, taking photographs at school events outside of regular
school hours and attending weekly production meetings.
Because they are completely produced by students, I do understand they have responsibilities in their other classes.
However, deadlines for both publications will be posted in class and announced to the students ahead of time, and their
attendance is required at these deadlines until the work is complete. If the student has a legitimate concern with a
specific deadline, they are more than welcome to come speak with me beforehand and will be excused from deadline
attendance only if it is mutually agreed upon between the student and the adviser. If emergencies or sudden illness come up,
the student or parent needs to call or email me as soon as a problem is realized. Otherwise I will assume the deadline has
been skipped and the grade will reflect that.
In order to assist in the funding of these publications, yearbook and newspaper students will be required to sell
advertisements. (TEK 3F, 3G) The proper procedures for selling ads will be discussed in detail during class. This may
require them to use the telephone during school hours. Students will not be allowed to leave campus during the school day
to sell any advertisements, however work after school hours is encouraged. Although ads are usually sold more successfully
in person, the school will not be able to provide any transportation or be held liable for student drivers. If transportation is
not available telephone attempts will be accepted for grading purposes. More information regarding ads is available in the
student’s staff manual.
Grading and other policies are explained in full detail in the student’s staff manual. Each student was given access to a staff
manual at the beginning of the year and a digital copy is available online.

Discipline Procedures

The following actions will be taken by any staff member if the responsibilities listed beow are not met:
Missed Deadlines
1st Offense - Editors wil set up a conference for the breach of contract with the adviser.
2nd Offense - Adviser will put student on probation for two weeks with behavior contract. If after two
weeks, the staff member does not comply with the behavior contract the adviser will set up a parent/teacher
conference.
3rd Offense - The student will be permanently removed from the production staff.
Behavior Problems
Any staff member who cannot act proper with other staff members, adviser, or professional staff when represesnting the journalism department will be on probation for two weeks with a behavioral contract.
Technology Infractions
Any staff member not following the Acceptable Use Agreement place forth by the district or breaks the
Equipment Use Contract in this manual will be placed on a behavior contract.
Behavioral Contract
If the staff member does not meet the responsibilities listed in this manual or the school district student handbook, parents will be contacted and a behavioral contract will be agreed upon. If the student does not follow
the behavioral contract, the adviser will schedule a parent/teacher conference and the staff member may be
removed from the production.
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Deadlines
Attendance at deadlines is MANDATORY!
Design work will a summative grade from these work days.
If the student has a legitimate concern with a specific deadline, they are more than welcome to
come speak with me beforehand and will be excused from deadline attendance only if it is mutually
agreed upon between the student and the adviser. If emergencies or sudden illness come up, the student or parent needs to call or e-mail me as soon as a problem is realized. Otherwise I will assume
the deadline has been skipped and the grade will reflect that.
All-staff final deadlines are posted below. Deadline times are 12 p.m. - 7 p.m. unless otherwise noted.
Additional mini-deadlines may be made in advance by individual editors or the adviser in order to
help the staff complete the publsiher deadlines.

September 30
October 14
November 1
December 15
January 12
February 16
March 6

(purple)

(black & orange)
(yellow)
(red)

(blue)
(pink)

(green)
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Job Descriptions
Duties Required of All Staff

- Supervise and edit all staff work
- Motivate the rest of the staff and keep a positive attitude to
maintain a high level of production
- Keep staff members on task
- Keep staff and adviser informed of any changes
- Edit proofs in a timely manner
- Keep in contact with publishing company as needed
- Keep in contact with school administration as needed
- Let adviser know when publications are ready to be
submitted for prior review. Allow at least 24 hours
before print deadline for prior review
- Plans activities to promote staff morale and retention both
in and out of class time
- Coordinate food for deadlines
- Coordinate birthday, holiday and milestone celebrations
- Keeps a current calendar posted in the room with
available activities
- Help plan an end of year gathering, such as a banquet
- Help make being a staff member fun, especially
during deadlines and stressful times, while maintaining
appropriate work habits.
- Aide in recruting efforts for yearbook, newspaper
and journalism program. This includes attending the
electives fair
**All official activities must be approved through the
adviser

- Follow the chain of command
- Follow rules and policies of the classroom
- Maintain the appropriate level of respect and
professionalism toward the adviser, editors and staff
- Respect the ideas, work and space of others
- Maintain a professional manner (including dress) while
representing Steele Journalism both at school and in
other public settings
- Exhibit behavior that contributes in a positive way to staff
morale and effective work patterns
- Demonstrate the ability to accept responsibility and
handle freedom
- Show strong commitment to excellence of the entire
publication, staff and school
- Contribute ideas and suggestions that will improve the
publication’s quality
- Assist other staff memebers as needed
- Communicate problems or potential problems
- Learn and understand the design programs used in
class, including Adobe InDesign, Adobe Photoshop,
Adobe PremierePro and Microsoft Office
- Learn and understand how to properly use all cameras,
computers and other technology equipment
- Take, and properly upload, at least one photo
assignment per week
- Write well-planned, detailed captions for photos
- Follow appropriate equipment check out procedures
- Check all copy for grammatical, spelling, AP style and
Knight’s Tale or Steele Shield style errors
- Make interview appointments in advance
- Turn in signed quote sheets along with EVERY story
- Report only factual and accurate quotes and information
- Make sure quoted people are allowed to be in the yearbook
- Check the spelling of all names against the “Name List”
- Strive to use students who have never been photographed
or quoted. Use a variety of people in pictures and quotes.
- Make corrections on computer and turn around to next
editor within 24 hours of receiving it back
- Attempt ad sales
- Attend all staff meetings and deadlines, and make
deadlines a PRIORITY
- Strive for excellence, look for new ways to cover the same
old thing
- Plan ahead.
- Clean up after yourself. Always leave the classroom
better than the way you found it
- Be flexible. Things change.
- Other duties as assigned

Design Editor

- Coordinate all aspects on the section including, but
not limited to: content/coverage, design, photography,
production, deadlines and morale of staff working on those
section pages
- Finalize and help prepare pages for your section for
submission
- Create designs to be used in your section
- Create mock ups of each template with detailed style
information
- Strive for the best section in the publication
- Work to keep all pages in your section consistent
- Communicate regularly with staff members working on
your section
- Take responsibility for all pages in your section
- Be prepared to assist any staff member in jeopardy of
not meeting a deadline in your section
- Be prepared to redo any content that is a disaster

Photo Editor

- Maintain and distribute assignments to photographers and
set due dates
- Make sure EVERY event is covered. This includes keeping
up with www.signupgenius.com
- Set photo deadlines ahead of time before plant
deadlines
- Work closely with ALL editors and staff to assist in
production needs
- Assist photographers as needed
- Make sure photos reflect theme
- Check photos before approving on spreads/pages
- Assists in cropping or any photo editing as needed
- Take any photo assignments not taken by photographers
- Maintain all photo equipment and keep rechargeable
batteries fresh

Editor in Chief and Assistant E-i-C

- In coordination with the adviser, help conduct the class
period when needed. Lead discussions and plan agenda
- Maintain the “master ladder” or “storyboard”
- Design and complete the colophon and staff page or
masthead
- Deadline paperwork and correspondence
- Be prepared to take responsiblity or delegate
responsibility of a story or spread from a staff member if
needed
- Be prepared to redo or delegate any stories, pages or
photos that are a disaster
- Teach the staff new skills (NOT do it for them!)
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- Train staff in equipment usage and photo saving
procedures
- Organize photos
- Make sure all photography on spreads are only used once,
files are linked and cropped
- Provide positive, constructive criticism to help
photographers take better quality photos

Copy Editor

- Sets copy deadlines in advance before plant deadlines
- Assists writers in choosing angles, setting up interviews,
etc.
- Makes sure copy reflects theme and does not go against
campus and district rules and policies
- Checks all copy (including quotes) for accuracy
- Edits all copy (including stories, captions, headlines,
etc.) before it is placed on a page using correct copy
editing marks
- Be prepared to redo any copy that is in absolute
disaster
- Check headlines for relevance, and be prepared to write
or fix dreadful headlines

Top 10 Ways for Editors to Get
Their Staffs to HATE Them

Business Manager

- Manage ad contracts
- Create a plan for designing all ads
- Communicate with ad purchasers as needed
- Send invoices in a timely manner
- Send out thank you notes and holiday cards to business
advertisers
- Send certificate of appreciation, copy of final ad and
upcoming year’s contract to all business advertisers in
May
- Keep accurate records
- Keep ‘ad thermometers’ up to date
- Organize and manage a yearbook/ad marketing
campaign
- Aide in recruting efforts for yearbook, newspaper
and journalism program. This includes attending the
electives fair.

Aurasma Editor

- Distributes assignments to photographers/videographers
and sets due date
- Sets footage deadlines before plant deadlines
- Learns and understands the design programs used
in class, including Photoshop, Windows MovieMaker,
Adobe Premiere Pro (or other video editing software)
- Makes sure video reflects book theme
- Makes sure video falls in line with campus and district
rules and policies
- Assists photographers/videographers as needed
- Checks footage before approving
- Takes any video assignments not taken by photographers/
videographers

10. Always set your goals and expections LOW. They won’t be able to do anything great anyway.
9. Never talk to staff members one-to-one. Group meetings and notes on the
board are plenty enough for effective communication.

8. Remember, staff members don’t have problems, and if they did they would
go away on their own. It isn’t your job to see how they are doing.
7. Make sure all meetings are long, because staff members like to listen to the
sound of your voice. What you have to say is more important that whatever they
are supposed to be doing or what they have to say.
6. Be an equipment snob. Grab the best computer or camera all of the time and
never let any staff members get the good stuff.
5. Do EVERYTHING yourself, because you know other staff members don’t
know how and won’t get it right anyway.
4. Isolate anyone new. After all, you’ve been on staff longer and have earned the
right to pick and choose who you work with.
3. Remember to yell at everyone before you find out the real problem. Yelling
is the most effective form of communication and really gets
people to respect you.
2. Don’t celebrate any accomplishments because the staff
doesn’t do anything right anyway.
1. Be the worst journalist you can be. Don’t learn anything
or make an effort. Just because you tell someone else to do
something, doesn’t mean YOU actually have to do it.
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Policies and Guidelines
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE

MUG SHOTS

ADVERTISING

NAME AND CLASSIFICATION

No ads will be placed in any publication until payment
is made. If a check written for a yearbook is returned, then
we reserve the right to hold that yearbook until payment is
made. If payment is not made, we reserve the right to sell
that book to another customer. If a check comes back NSF
after a book has been handed out, that student will be placed
on the obligation list until paid.
It is the policy of the publications to accept any student,
merchant or patron ad at the posted prices as long as they
are school appropriate and follow the ad guidelines. We
will not publish anything advertising for tobacco, alcohol or
illegal substances, or anything that violtates obscenity laws.
Copyright laws will be followed.
Because the publications are published in an educational
atmosphere for the community, the adviser reserves the right
to refuse any advertisement, photo, verbage or anything
deemed inappropriate for the school community.

DISTRIBUTION

The adviser will keep a list of all students who purchased a
yearbook. This list should contain the name of every student
who purchased a book. But it is the student who must provide
that proof. Each student may be asked to show a receipt or a
valid form of ID to pick up their book. They must also sign for
their book when they pick it up. A book will not be distributed
to anyone whose name is not on the list, unless they can show
proof of purchase. In order to pick up a book for someone else,
you must either be their parent or guardian or you must have
that person’s identification and a written note from that person.
Books ordered and not picked up after six calendar months
after original distribution will be sold to another customer. In
the event the original purchaser requests the book after that
time and one is not available, a refund will be given.

GROUP PHOTOS

Group photos will be accepted for any group, class or
organization on campus for publication in the yearbook.
It is not the responsibility of this publication to collect or
take these photos. However, if arrangements are made
in advance, a photographer is available to take a group
photo upon request. A student not allowed to appear in the
yearbook should not be in any group photo. If they appear in
a photo the publication reserves the right to print or remove
their name and/or image.

PHOTO SHARING

All photos taken for a publication, whether with a personal
camera or school camera, may not be displayed publically
or on the Internet (ex:Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, etc)
without permission from the adviser. All photos are property
of SCUC ISD.

IMAGE MANIPULATION

The publications will not engage in digital image manipulation
in order to change facts, libel someone or alter reality. Photos
may be touched up for presentation, lightened, darkened or
otherwise made presentable for publication. Images may
be cut out or isolated, but the policy of the staff is that any
manipulation or use of a students image MUST be done in as
tasteful a way as possible.

All mug shots taken by third party photograher contracted
with the shool during Prep Days or on picture retake day
will be included in publication unless a signed Directory
Information Form on file with the school indicates otherwise.
The publication reserves the right to remove any student
not in dress code from the yearbook with administrator
approval.
The publications will only use the official names and
classifications (Freshman, Sophomore, etc.) provided to us
by the office at the beginning of the school year.

OBITUARIES

The publications will treat deaths at SCUC ISD with
respect and dignity. It is the policy of the publication to
provide a half page of coverage in the ad section for any
student, teacher, staff or faculty member who passes during
the current coverage period.* Photo(s) and copy used will be
based on availability and cooperation from the school and
parents as well as the circumstances of death. No student
deaths will be covered in the newspaper.
*For printing purposes, the current coverage period will begin from
previous year submitted to publisher to final date submitted to publisher
for current year.

RETRACTION

Mistakes and errors in the yearbook are virtually
impossible to correct after printing. Only serious errors that
would invoke a lawsuit or other serious legal issues will be
corrected. The manner of their correction will be discussed
with administration at that time.

SALES

All book and advertiement sales are final. Once a book
has been bought, no refund will be given. Damaged books
will be exchanged if the damgage is the fault of the printer
and the student has not written in the book. Books ordered
and not picked up after six calendar months after original
distribution date will be sold to another customer. In the
event the original purchaser requests the book after that
time and one is not available, a refund will be given.

PUBLIC REPRESENTATION

All SCUC ISD publication’s staff members should
represent their publication in a positive light when in public.
This includes, but is not limited to: dressing appropriately
while covering events, refraining from obscenity and
acting professionally at all times. Please refer to discipline
procedures on page 5.

PRESS PASSES

A press pass to be used in conjunction with a student ID
should be worn when covering events. Students are ONLY
permitted to use their own press pass and only when covering
a school sanctioned event. Any misuse of the pass will result
in having it taken away for a period of time determined by
the adviser.
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How to...
DOWNLOAD PHOTOS

Always download photos before turning in a camera! Get a USB cord or card reader and connect it from the
camera to the computer. All photos should be downloaded into the correct folder. (Ask someone if you don’t
know where this is. NO photos should be downloaded into your personal folder unless permission was granted
by adviser) When choosing what to name your photos, remember that you will not likely remember what Pic1
or Photo1 is later on. Make your life easier and download the photos using the same criteria you will have to
eventually save them as anyway. (See SAVE A PHOTO)

SAVE PHOTOS

All photos must include file info with caption information including quotes. They should always be saved as
a 300dpi JPG using the following format. (note:If you forget to name it correctly while uploading, see Batch
Rename in Bridge below)
EX:

Year_Month_Day_FirstInitialLastName_Description-001JPG (abbreviate description when you can)
2016_Aug_20_TReed_FacultyMtg-001.jpg
2016_Aug_20_TReed_VFballVSJudson-001.jpg

Photos will be approved on the page/spread itself rather than in advance. Therefore, there will only be ONE place
photos should remain on the computer.

USE BRIDGE WITH PHOTOS

Ratings
While viewing a photo in Bridge, hold down the ‘CTRL’ key and enter a number 1-5 to give it a rating. This will
allow you to filter by the quality of the photo, rather than just the order they were taken.
Captions
The top five photos from a photo assignment must have captions written in Bridge listed under Deescription
in the File Info. Caption writing instructions will be given by adviser.
Batch Rename
If you didn’t name the photos correctly while uploading, have no fear! Go to the “Tools” menu in Bridge at the
top of the screen and select ‘Batch Rename,’ and then name it correctly as shown above.

CROP PHOTOS

First, determine the size you need it cropped to by selecting to photo box in InDesign with the black arrow.
NEVER ROUND DOWN! If in doubt, round up. Now, go to Photoshop and plug in the appropriate width, height
and 300 resolution. This will keep it proportional to your space. Click and drag onto your photos until you have
your desired selection, then hit enter. Now, SAVE AS (NEVER NEVER NEVER SAVE OVER) using the same file
name, except with a ‘_’ underscore at the beginning of the file. This will keep it in order in the folder and easy to
find.

WRITE A CAPTION

All captions should be two sentences long with photo credit after the second sentence. There should be a cpation
Lead-in too (like a mini-headline for the caption)The first sentence should be in present tense, tell the reader
who is in the photo and what they are doing without simply stating what you can clearly see in the photo. The
second sentence should be past tense and provide unique, detailed information that is not clear in the photo. In
lieu of a second sentence, a quote from one of the subjects is preferred. Our policy is to fully identify all people in
the photo by name for up to five people. f there are more than five people the group may be identified as a whole.

WRITE A STORY

Newspaper stories will follow a varitety of formats. All yearbook stories should be written in a feature format,
past tense and in 3rd person. Feature stories should follow the LQT (Lead, Quote, Transition...) model. NO
STORY should be boring. If it bores you, it will most definately bore your reader. Make it pop!
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SAVE A STORY

Stories should be written using Microsoft Word or Google doc, NOT INDESIGN! There are several reasons for
this, but until they are finally approved, they should stay as a Word file. While still in the writing process, save
your stories under the In Progress folder. (Ask someone if you don’t know where this is. NO stories should be
saved under your personal folder in case someone needs to access it.)
Always save using the following format:
SECTION ABBREVIATION_IDENTIFIER_WRITER INTIALS.DOC
EX: SPO_VarsityFball_PB.doc

TURN IN A STORY

Once you have self-edited your story and are ready to turn it in, leave it in the folder on the computer, but turn
in all signed quote sheets and versions to the copy editor. At the top of your story, you should have the following
heading in the top left hand corner. Although your headline may not get used, it will help the editors have a better
idea of what angle you felt your story was heading and may save work for the section editors in the end. The hard
copy along with all notes/quote sheets should be kept in the page folder and turned in with the final spread.
		NAME					EX:
Kaylynn Vale
		SECTION					SPO
		STORY 					Varsity Football
		
POSSIBLE HEADLINE			
Friday Knight Lights
Some submissions will be accepted via email to your editor(s). Emails will be provided on the dry-erase board
at the front of the classroom.

EDIT/REVISE A STORY

Always use proofreaders marks when editing. If you are uncertain of a mark a copy editor has made on your
story, refer to the AP StyleGuide or ask them for help. Corrections should be made within 24 hours and given to
the appropriate person following the organization chart in the front of this manual. ALL corrections should be
made on the computer.

CREATE A VIDEO OR SLIDESHOW for Aurasma Images

A variety of programs are available, and are growing by the day. Some of these include Adobe Premiere,
Windows MovieMaker, Animoto Powtoon and Pixorial. As we get access to more programs, your adviser will let
you become aware. Most of these have tutorials you can watch, but most are a ‘drop and drag’ system. Pick your
photos and videos ahead of time before beginning the creation.

COMMUNICATE WITH THE ADVISER AND OTHER STAFF MEMBERS

We live in a society of instant information. Each student should give reliable contact information to the adviser
and other staff members. Make sure your editors have your personal cell and that you are included on group
texts. If the texts escalate just call and talk in person.

COMMUNICATE WITH WITH NON-STAFF MEMBERS VIA

In person communication is best, but sometimes we need to attach files or are unable to reach someone
in person or by phone. Avoid using a personal e-mail account for this communication. It is easier, and more
professional, to contact teachers, ad prospects and parents using one e-mail. **Please note that since this is
a publication e-mail, it may be monitored. All communication should remain professional in nature and all
district rules apply.
		 steelejournalism@gmail.com.
		
password _____________. (this will be given to you by your adviser)

EARN A LETTER JACKET

Participate in Academic UIL. By placing in the top three in a District meet and then competing at the Regional
competition, you can earn a letter jacket. Journalism competes in Headline Writing, Editorial Writing, News
Writing and Feature Writing. You must attend the meetings and at least two practice meets to be considered for
the District Competition Team. Final competition selections will be made by the adviser based on performance
in class, writing samples and during practice meets.
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Copyediting Symbols
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Interviewing
PREPARING

You need to know what you’re going to be asking them about. In order to ask
good questions, research the topic you’ll be discussing ahead of time.
For example, if you’re writing about the school play, before talking to the director, use the Internet and people you know in drama to find out what the play
is, what it’s about, etc. The more informationj you have beforehand, the better
your questions will be and the more successful your interview will be.

WHAT TO BRING

- An open mind and a professional attitude
- Carefully researched open-ended questions you thought of ahead of time
and wrote down
- A couple of writing materials. If your pen runs out, you’ll need a back up.
- A note pad. The smaller the better. You don’t want to seem intimidating,
but it needs to be big enough to get all of the informaiton.
- A voice recorder with extra batteries. (However, you should STILL take
notes in case technology rears its ugly head)

GETTING GOOD QUOTES

Get off your butt and talk to someone! Do not print a list of questions and hand it out to your friends during
class. If you are writing about a club, actually go to their meeting. If you are writing about a class, speak with the
teacher. If you’re writing about a sport, go to their games and practices. Get the picture?
While you are at these events you can ask participants and bystanders quick questions that don’t need to be
considered formal interviews. NEVER ask, “Can you give me a quote about _____?” Instead, ask them how they
feel or what they think about something. Quotes should never tell facts. They should tell a person’s feelings or
provide their personal insight into something. Avoid “Yes or No” questions and keep them open-ended. Do not
be afraid to deviate from your list of questions with follow up questions to elaborate on a good thought.

WHAT NOT TO DO

- Do not text or talk on your cell phone. In fact, turn it to ‘off’ or ‘silent’ during the interview.
- Do not get distracted.
- Do not be late or go over the agreed upon amount of time.
- Do not interrupt a teacher’s class or someone’s conversation. (If you are rude, nobody will want to help you)
- Do not look bored or inconsiderate

BEFORE YOU LEAVE

Make sure to have them sign your quote sheet, even if you used a voice recorder. You should then get their
phone number or other contact information in case you have any follow up questions. Thank them for their time.
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Photo Cheat Sheet

Flash
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Photo Cheat Sheet

STOP ACTION

PAN ACTION

2000, 1000, 500, 250, 125, 60, 30, 15, 8, 4, 2, 1 sec...... “B”
BLUR ACTION - tripod needed for speeds
slower than 1/60.
Stop Action - freezes action and allows you to capture things in mid-air. Another technique is to use
a flash unit at the proper synnc speed for super stop.
Pan Action - follow the moving subject with the camera. The subject will appera relatively sharp
and clear, but the stationary background will look streaky. Good technique to use when lighting won’t
permit fast shutter speeds.
Blur Action - the moving subject will appear streaky or out of focus, but the stationary and nonmoving subjects will be in focus. Great technique to use in low light or for making the moving sbuject
loook like it is flowing.
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Sports Photography

Learning to Take Sports Pictures
Capturing sports photographically has always been one of, if not the toughest, assignment
faced by any photographer. Patience and practice can help any photographer become less
afraid of the dreaded sports assignment.
1. Start out shooting sub-varsity sports.
If a photographer has never taken action photos before, do not begin with varsity sports,
where the action is faster. Sub-varsity sports are often slower paced. Also, outdoor sports
such as football and soccer usually are played in the evening where the lack of light adds
another obstacle. Most sub-varsity teams play in the afternoon when light is plentiful. Just
be sure to shoot away from the sun. Once a photographer has become comfortable with the
sub-varsity sports, then he or she can move on to the varsity level.
2. Photograph several games.
The only way a photographer can become better is to practice, and the only way to practice
is to take as many photos as possible. Often a yearbook spread will only have photos from
one or two games. This indicates the photographers only went to two games. This does not
help a photographer improve, and it is a disservice to the sports season. One or two games
rarely represent an entire season. A good rule of thumb is to require photographers to take
photos at least at a third of the home games. This should provide plenty of choices for the
yearbook and help the photographers become better.
3. Take a buddy.
Having two photographers on an assignment increases the chance of good photos. Each
photographer should stand in different places to obtain shots from various angles. For
example, at a football game, one photographer could stand behind the line of scrimmage
where hand-offs and passes could easily be captured, while the second photographer could
be in front of the line of scrimmage to capture receivers catching the ball or a player
running downfield.
4. Shoot safe shots.
These photos can tell a great story, are easy to get, and are usually usable. It is the coach
talking to the players in the huddle. It is the athletic trainer helping an injured player or
fans screaming from the bleachers. A sports spread should not be filled with safe shots,
unless that is the focus (for example a spread on trainers or fans), but shooting low-action
shots insures a better chance of having in-focus photos on the spread.
5. Cover the entire sport.
Shoot everything from before the game begins until after it is well over. Many yearbooks
have spreads that basically repeat the same shot, just with different people. Cross country
often only has photos of players running. Golf will have every photo showing a player
hitting the ball. What about practices or warm-ups? Ask a coach if it is OK to capture the
big locker room talk before a game or during halftime. Cover the tears or cheers after the
game. Stay while parents console or congratulate. Often, those shots truly tell the story.
Every sports spread needs game shots, but cover other aspects to tell the entire story.
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Volleyball

Volleyball is one of the easier sports to photograph for most scholastic photojournalists if
they know the correct shooting positions and have access to the proper lenses. The court
size is fairly small compared to playing areas of other sports. Since it is played indoors,
however, lighting problems may still occur. Using fast films will help. So will using lenses
with large aperture openings (F4, F3.5, F2, etc.). While some photographers may use flash,
it can be quite bothersome to players while they're concentrating on their next move.
One basic method of shooting involves pre-focusing on one specific area of the volleyball
court and waiting for action to occur there. The other involves following the action as it
takes place. Your choice of technique may depend on the speed of the action (bumping or
hitting). If it is fairly fast-paced, pre-focusing on people in the back court may work best if
they are preparing to dig a hard hit. If it is fairly slower-paced, such as setting or, to some
degree, blocking, it is fairly easy to react to were the ball is coming and quickly focus the
camera. If you use all automatic settings, you will not have to worry about setting f-stops
and shutter speeds but you should know how to override automatic settings if you desire to
stop fast action or have better depth of field.
Position A
Using a 35-85mm range lens from near the net supports, you will get some great hitting
and blocking photos. A lower angle also will emphasis the height of players and the net.
Position B
If bleachers are nearby, consider shooting from a slightly higher-than-net angle with a
medium-range lens to capture facial ex- pressions of hitters and blockers at the net.
Position C
From the side of the back serving line, you are able to capture serves and back-row action
with a normal (50mm) or medium-range (85-105) lens.
Position D
From about halfway up the sidelines, you will be able to capture action that occurs in the
back court, usually passes to a server by a player saving a hit.
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Football

As a field team sport, football's action can range over a considerable area, so shooting
opportunities are difficult to predict. Most of the important action is likely to be
concentrated close to either end. Goals and touchdowns are important for professional
photographers, but a photographer shooting for his own pleasure may find more
opportunities from a midfield touchline position. Less important and "friendly" games give
more open access to photographers. As the distance from the action is unpredictable and
varies, a zoom lens (such as 80 to 200mm) can be useful, or else a combination of two
cameras, one with a medium telephoto (such as 100mm or 150mm), the other with a
medium-to-long telephoto (300mm to 400mm).
In virtually all circumstances, it pays to follow the ball. A ground-level position often gives
the least complicated views with a telephoto lens, setting players against the unfocused
background of stands and spectators. A motor-drive is useful.
Position A
Want a photo of a kicker kicking an extra point or field goal as the defensive line tries to
block him? A wide-angle lens from here may give you this and much more.
Position B
Want to get big play photos with impact? On pass plays, keep the camera focused in a
certain area on the field where you think the play is going to be. Learn the team's plays; you
might hear the play called ahead of time.
Position C
Want some intriguing sideline shots? Roam the sidelines and watch for intense coach and
player reactions during the game. Do not forget to use a longer lens and check crowd
reactions as well.
Position D
Want good action photos of the running game? Stay about five to eight feet in front of the
line and let the action come to you.
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Soccer
Most photographers get a kick out of shooting soccer since few camera positioning
problems exist.
Shooting soccer is, in many ways, similar to shooting football. A large field makes it
frustrating at times but there are also lots of possibilities since lighting is seldom a problem
and much of the action tends to take place in four areas. Lighting is not a problem because
most games are held during daylight hours. Even slow lenses can be used with great
results. The four areas tend to be behind the goal, directly off to the side of the goal, in the
corner of the field and on the sidelines shooting towards the large center area.
A telephoto lens (135mm or longer) is needed if you hope to bring the action up close and
personal. If you do not have a long lens, you simply must wait until the action is on your
side of the field. A wide-angle or normal (50mm or less) lens may work from behind the
net or off to the side of the net but if you are producing a photo essay or a yearbook soccer
spread, you will want to vary the types of photos you use so all photo angles are not from
the same shooting position. As with shooting any sport, get to know the rules of soccer and
spend time watching a game through your camera lens so you get a feel for where much of
the action takes place.
Position A
A wide-angle or normal lens (50mm or less) may give you some dramatic photos of action
near the net, a goalie going for saves or players celebrating after a made goal.
Position B
Use almost any type of lens from this position, just off the goal, to get action around the net
or action coming towards the net from the center.
Position C
Corner kicks are easy to shoot because you know where the initial action is taking place. A
normal lens works fine when you're near the corner boxes.
Position D
Some action is bound to occur in the center of the field when play begins at the start of the
game, after halftime and after goals. You'll need a long lens (135mm or longer), however.
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Basketball
Basketball tends to be a difficult sport to shoot because it is played in a gymnasium. Most
high school gymnasiums are not well lit, thus it is very difficult to get a shutter speed high
enough to capture the action unless you use a very high ISO film (3200).
Basketball is also difficult to shoot because the action moves very quickly and covers a
large area. When shooting basketball the best spots for shooting tend to be around the
baseline of one of the goals. From this position you can cover a wide variety of action shots
on both defense for one team and offense for the other team.
The two basic methods of shooting involve pre-focusing on one specific area and waiting
for the action to come to you, or continually focusing the camera as you follow the action
around. The technique you use depends on the type of shot you are looking for. If you want
to picture a layup or a specific player taking a jump shot you are better off focusing on a
specific area and waiting for the action. If you are looking for a defense picture or one of
dribbling then you are better off following the action with your camera and focusing as you
go along.
Position A
Using a 24mm to 35mm lens from under the basket gives you a different lower angle than
you might have used before. A longer lens could give you a close-up of a free throw shooter.
Position B
Using a 50/150 lens from the corner of the court lets you shoot a variety of action,
including shooting, rebounding and defense.
Position C
Using a 50/105 lens from the side corner of the court allows you the chance to get good
rebounding and shooting shots. Tight shots of players up near the rim are available with a
105mm lens.
Position D
Using a variety of lenses from near midcourt, you could shoot crowd shots, court action
and coach/player reactions from the bench.
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Baseball & Softball
When they kick the dirt off their cleats, it is time to click your shutter and find the
diamonds in the dust
Most of the action takes place at known points-the bases and the batter's box-but distances
are great, and a 300mm or 400mm telephoto is usually necessary. Flood-lit games at night
are common, and call for high-speed film and ideally, a wide-maximum aperture. One of
the classic baseball shots is of a player sliding into a base in a cloud of dust. This is best
caught with a ground-level position. Pre-focusing on the base may help.
Position A
Want a slide into second or a close-up of a left-handed batter swinging? Try shooting from
behind third base coach's box or beside one of the dugouts with a 200mm to 300mm lens.
Position B
Want a shot of the pitcher as the ball is just being released or a distorted foreground view
through the backstop fence or netting? Try a relatively short lens from behind the
batter/umpire.
Position C
Want some crowd shots or photos of players in the dugout or in the batter's circles? Try a
short lens from this position. Be very careful of foul balls, however, from this area.
Position D
Want a good shot of the second baseman or the shortstop making a relay to first base? This
angle will give you that as well as some close outfield plays.
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Tennis

Tennis is one of the most interesting sports to shoot but it can become the most frustrating
as well if you're limited in your shooting positions. During matches, photographers are
usually not permitted to shoot within the fence unless it is from a court that is not being
used. Most student photographers do not have the access professional photographers have
at court side; drool over those wonderful Wimbledon and U.S. Open photos in Sports
Illustrated but be realistic about what you can capture based on your access to the court
while a match is underway.
If you have access during a match, that is great. If not, get the camera lens right up to the
chain-link fence and shoot through the largest opening you can find. It works, and you
might get a usable photo if you use the right lens (usually normal to short telephoto50mm-105mm). Some bleachers at many schools are located outside a fence but are high
enough to give you an unobstructed view of the court. If that is the case, get a long
telephoto (135mm or longer) and shoot away. Posed photos, of course, may be shot during
practice or before matches but your best action photos are always shot during matches.
Position A
If allowed to be on the sidelines near the net, lenses in the 50mm to 135mm range can give
you the variety of photos you're probably after.
Position B
If you like to take photos of players serving, you probably want to get near the baseline and
use a normal-to-short telephoto lens (if you have access to the court during play).
Position C
If you are stuck shooting from behind a fence, place your lens right up to an opening. Your
frames might have blurring edges from the fence, but you might be able to crop out those
areas.
Position D
High angles from bleachers may be your only choices. Be sure to bring a telephoto lens
(105mm or greater) based on your distance from the action.
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Style Guide
Use the following as a guide. If not mentioned here, refer
first to the AP Style Guide and second to an approved dictionary.
There are AP Style guides available for use at your disposal.
USE THEM!
academic departments Use lowercase except for words that
are proper nouns or adjectives. For example, the history department, the
English department
accept, except Accept means to receive. Except means to exclude.
adviser Not advisor.
affect, effect Affect, as the verb, means to influence: The game will
affect the standings. Affect, as a noun, is best avoided. It occasionally is
used in psychology to describe an emotion, but there is no need for it
in everyday language. Effect, as a verb, means to cause: He will effect the
votes. Effect, as a noun, means result: The effect was overwhelming.
ages Always use figures for people and animals (but not for
inanimates): The girl is 15 years old, but the law is twenty years old.
alma mater Two words.
alumnus, alumni, alumna, alumnae Use alumnus (alumni in
the plural) when referring to a man who has attended a school. Use
alumna (alumnae in the plural) for similar references to a woman. Use
alumni when referring to a group of men and women.

cell phone An exception to Webster’s.
chapters Lowercase unless used with a numeral in reference to
a section of a book or legal code. In that case, always use Arabic
figures: Chapter 1, Chapter 20
children Use instead of kids unless you are talking about goats.
AP Style says to call children 15 or younger by their first name on
second reference. HOWEVER Knight’s Tale style is to treat all
students at Steele equally by using last name only on second reference.
content All content should be school appropriate. It should also
be unbiased and not editorialized. It should record the events of the
year without including an opinion. If you would like to include an
opinion, do so through the use of direct quotations.
contractions Contractions reflect informal speech and writing.
Even though Webster’s New World Dictionary includes entries for
many contractions, it is the policy of the Knight’s Tale to avoid
contractions unless in informal contexts where they reflect the way a
phrase commonly appears in speech or writing.
couple of The of is necessary. Never use a couple students or a
similar phrase. The phrase takes a plural verb in constructions such
as: A couple of students sang.
dates Always use Arabic figures, without st, nd, rd or th. ** see
months

a.m., p.m. Lowercase, with periods. Avoid the redundant 10 a.m.
this morning.

days of the week Capitalize them. Do no abbreviate unless
used in a tabular format (which isn’t found in yearbook copy)

annual An event cannot be described as annual until it has been
held in at least two successive years. Do not use the term first annual.
Instead, note that sponsors plan to hold an event annually.

editor Capitalize editor before a name only when it is an official
corporate or organizational title. Do not capitalize as a job description.

barbecue Not barbeque or Bar-B-Q.

editor in chief No hyphens. Follow same capitalization rules
as editor.

brand names When they are used, capitalize them. Brand
names should only be used if essential to a story. Otherwise use a
generic term instead.

faculty/staff/teachers Spell out the first and last name and
include their title. Avoid quoting unless you need their perspective to
truly capture the event. Otherwise quote students.

bus, buses Transportation vehicles take the forms: bus, buses,
busing, buses.

grade, grader Hyphenate both the noun forms (ninth-grader,
10th-grader, etc.) and the adjectival forms (a ninth-grade band member,
a 12th-grade pupil) **However, if using to identify a subject, it is
Knight’s Tale style to follow the name with the numerical grade
instead: Jane Doe, 11.

Byron P. Steele, II High School Avoid using the school name
in your stories. In other references, use the full name of the school
on first reference. On second reference Steele is acceptable.
cancel, canceled, canceling, cancellation Webster’s lists
other spellings, but for consistency sake we will use these.
captions Should be two sentences and contain facts. You should
NOT be able to write the caption simply looking at the photo. The
first sentence should be in present tense. The second sentence should
be in past tense.
Names and grades/titles should be included for all people
appearing in the photo up to five people. If there are more than
five people you may either identify the main person in the photo or
identify the group.
Photo credit should be given at the end of the caption. It should
be italicized and not followed by a period as seen in the following
format: Photo by Jane Doe

intranet A private network inside a company or organization,
only for internal use. Lowercase.
it’s, its It’s is a contraction for it is or it has: It’s up to you. It’s been
a long time.
Its is the possessive form of the neuter pronoun: The staff found
its prize.
junior varsity Should be spelled out and lowercased. JV is
acceptable on second reference.
Knight’s Tale The Steele yearbook. Do not put the in front of
the name.
lay, lie The action word is lay. It takes a direct object. Laid is the
form for its past tense and its past participle. Its present participle is
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laying.
Lie indicates a state of reclining along a horizontal plane. It does
not take a direct object. Its past tense is lay. Its past participle is lain.
Its present participle is lying.
When lie means to make an untrue statement, the verb forms are
lie, lied and lying.
malarkey Not malarky. (That one is for you Liz) :)
months Capitalize the names of months in all uses. When a
month is used with a specific date, abbreviate only Jan., Feb., Aug.,
Sept., Oct., Nov. and Dec. Spell out when using alone, or with a year
alone.
When a phrase lists only a month and a year, do not separate the
year with commas. When a phrase refers to a month, day and year,
set off the year with commas. August 2005 was when Steele opened its
doors. Aug. 15, 2006 was the first day of school on the second year. Aug. 15
was a Tuesday.
MP3 An audio compression format on the Internet.
newspaper names Capitalize the in a newspaper’s name if that
is the way the publication prefers to be known. Do not place name
in quotes.
PTA Parent-teacher association. PTA is acceptable in all
references.
part time, part-time Hyphenate when used as a compound
modifies: She works part time. She has a part-time job.
percent One word, and use figures: 45 percent, not 45 percent or
45%

SAT Acceptable in all references to refer to the previously
designated Scholastic Aptitude Test or the Scholastic Assessment
Test.
school Capitalize when part of a proper name: Steele High School
slang Avoid slang unless in quotes.
Steele Shield Steele’s student newspaper. Do not put the in
front of it.
student council Should be spelled out and lowercased. STUCO
is acceptable on second reference.
subheadlines or secondary headlines Should summarize the
story and invite your reader into the story. Do not include punctuation
at the end of the sentence. Avoid words such as the, a, an, or, etc. They
should be in the font specified at the beginning of the year.
time of day The exact time of day an event happened is usually
not necessary in a story. In the exception when you need to use a time
of day, use figures except for noon and midnight: 1:04 p.m.
T-shirt Always capitalize the T and add a hyphen
TV Always acceptable as an abbreviated form of television.
yearbook/newspaper staff members Do not quote or
picture a staff member unless approved by Mrs. Banks.
you Avoid unless used in a quote. All copy for the Knight’s Tale
should be written in third person.

pompom, pom-pom Use pompom to refer to the thing
cheerleaders use. Pom-pom is used to describe a rapid firing automatic
weapon.
quotations in copy Quotes should be followed by a transition,
get their own paragraph in a story and should follow the following
format when quoting. “Quote,” title First Last said. For example, “I
love yearbook,” freshman Jane Doe said. On second reference use only
the last name to reference someone. First name and grade are not
necessary. You should not quote and picture the same person on a
page unless approved by Mrs. Banks.
Never alter quotes even to correct minor grammatical errors or
word usage. Only spelling may be corrected because if they said it out
loud, spelling would have been a reporter error. If additional words
are needed for clarification you may include it using brackets within
the quotation. Follow basic writing style and use abbreviations where
appropriate. Do not include obscenities, profanities or vulgarities.
Because you can not change their words, this may mean not using
the quote.
In general, avoid fragmentary quotes. If a speaker’s words are
clear and concise, favor the full quote. Remember that you CAN
misquote someone by giving a startling remark without its modifying
passage or qualifiers. The manner of delivery sometimes is part of
the context.
Use normal punctuation rules. Punctuation goes inside the
quotation marks. Avoid exclamation points. Use periods and commas
instead. However, question marks should only be inside the quotation
marks if actually part of the quote.
Who wrote “Gone With the Wind”?
“How long will it take?” sophomore John Doe asked.
room numbers Use figures and capitalize room when used with
a figure: Room F219
Samuel Clemens High School Use full name on first
reference. Clemens is acceptable on second reference.
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Advertisements
AD MANUAL
This needs to be read. If you read it and study it, I can promise you that selling your quota of ads will be easy. Learning
to sell is a skill you can use at any time of your life and in order to have a publication you will be proud of, it is very important that you learn to sell and that you sell as many ads as possible.
When contacting merchants who purchased an ad in last year’s book or newspaper, it is best to call and make an appointment to talk to them in person. If you personally know the owner, you can offer to save him some time and renew
over the telephone. Since a signature on the contract is required, you will need to take the contract by the office. You may
not contact any merchants that have not been assigned to you without permission to make sure it has not already been assigned to someone else.
Remember it is best to sell ads with a partner.
Dress appropriately, no denim or T-shirts other than a staff shirt. Please be polite at all times. Remember you represent
the school, and your behavior reflects on your character and the journalism program.
If you have any questions, please ask.
FORMS
Copies of the forms students need while selling ads are in the classroom organizer labeled accordingly. The sample attached
should not be removed from this manual. You are more than welcome to make additional copies if you like. If additional
forms are needed, you may also ask your adviser or editor(s) for copies.
Grades
You will earn formative grades from advertising throughout the year. These grades will be given at the teacher’s discretion
when needed for the pubication. Advertising is a key element to funding our publications. The Texas Essential Knowledge
and Skills states all journalism students must execute a financial plan to support publications.
Grades will be based on the following:
1. Contacting all of your assigned ads.
2. Correctly and accurately completing the advertising contract. This includes all of the requested
information on the contract printed (so we can read it) and your name. Without your name, we do not know who to
give the credit to. Always try to get a business card for commercial ads, logos, messages, etc. when you sell the ad.
Trying to get all of the material after the fact is often time-consuming and difficult.
3. Selling and turning in contracts by the deadlines. Deadlines are decided by the editors and will be
addressed in the classroom.
4. Making sure the ad is accurate and completed the way the owner/manager/parent wanted it.Credit will be
given for effort. If you visit a potential advertiser and are unable to get a sale, ask the business contact to sign a call slip so
adviser can moniter the student’s iniative.

Staff members who sell $900 or more for the year will earn a free copy of the yearbook.
If you have any questions let YOUR ADVISER know.
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Why YOU should advertise in the yearbook or newspaper

1. (yearbook) MARKET – There are two primary markets for your ads. FIRST, there are the readers of the books that
will be purchased by the students, staff and faculty. Readers also include the relatives of the people who attend and work
at CLEMENS HIGH SCHOOL. The SECOND group of readers comes from those books placed in various businesses in the
SCHERTZ-CIBOLO-UNIVERSAL CITY area that have waiting rooms: doctors, dentists, hospitals, real estate offices and
car dealerships. New families moving to SCHERTZ-CIBOLO-UNIVERSAL CITY who visit CLEMENS HIGH SCHOOL as
a prospective educational opportunity will also see your advertisement. We estimate over 7,500 readers per year see the
2017-18 Correspondent or The Stampede. Over 7,500 readers per year is a good reason to purchase space in the 2017-18
Correspondent or The Stampede. Take advantage of the buying power of the CLEMENS HIGH SCHOOL family.
1. (newspaper)MARKET – There are two primary markets for your ads. FIRST, there are the readers of the papers that
will be read by the students, staff and faculty. Readers also include the relatives of the people who attend and work at
CLEMENS HIGH SCHOOL. The SECOND group of readers comes from those papers placed in various businesses in the
SCHERTZ-CIBOLO-UNIVERSAL CITY area that have waiting rooms: doctors, dentists, hospitals, real estate offices and
car dealerships. New families moving to SCHERTZ-CIBOLO-UNIVERSAL CITY who visit CLEMENS HIGH SCHOOL as
a prospective educational opportunity will also see your advertisement. We estimate over 5,000 readers per issue see the
Correspondent. Take advantage of the buying power of the CLEMENS HIGH SCHOOL family.
2.
COST-PER-PERSON – At the best rate, a full-page ad, the cost per person for your money figures out to just a
little more than one penny ($150/5,000 readers = .03).
3.
YOUNG PEOPLE’S PURCHASING INFLUENCE – ABC News 20/20 indicates young shoppers spent $170 billion
in 2010, double the amount from 2000. Teenagers do influence the way money is spent.
4.
(yearbook) HIGH READER INTEREST – From your own school experience, you are already aware that receiving the yearbook is one of the high points of the school year. The yearbook stimulates more readerships initially and more
frequently than any other advertising media available.
5. (yearbook) LONG-LIFE VALUE – Much like your own high school yearbook, which you probably still own, the 201718 Stampede is not discarded at the end of the day or at the end of the week like a newspaper or magazine. It is not missed
if your potential customer is not tuned in at the right time on the radio or television. It is a cherished possession and one
that is frequently consulted for information in later years.
6. (yearbook) UNIQUE APPROACH – The community or advertising section of the Stampede incorporates features and
pictures like the rest of the book. The inclusion of pictures of students, merchants, parents and community leaders have
made the community section of the Stampede one of the more popular sections of the book. Take a look; see how many
people or merchants you know.
7.
UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY – Advertisers have at their disposal the use of screens, reverse and overburn printing,
photographs, art and other graphic tools, furnished by the staff. Students can serve as models and the advertisement is
created specifically for the business.
8.
CERTICIATE OF APPRECIATION – A certificate indicating your support of CLEMENS High School will be given
to you to display in your place of business.
9.
EDUCATIONAL SERVICE – You perform a valuable service to the young people of today by allowing students to
become better educated in business techniques.

Overcoming Objections

When you walk through prospective advertisers’ doors, some will easily see the advantages and buying power of
students and willingly sign a contract. They will recognize the value of advertising in the yearbook, they have done it
before, and they want to support the school and staff. Others will not be so eager.
Budgets are tight and advertising in school yearbooks is not high on their priority list. Therefore, you must follow
an aggressive sales approach to overcome any objections these merchants might have. Good sales people have their
presentations planned and know how to respond to merchants who have questions or reasons not to buy.
Know how to answer the common objections listed below without having to look up the answer. Most of the following
can be answered if you have read the “Ten Reasons” in this handbook. If you can’t find an answer there, ask a returning
staff member or the adviser.
•
Why should I advertise in the yearbook?
•
What benefits do I get from the book?
•
Who else advertises in your book? (Hint: any competition?)
•
Do you offer discounts?
•
What size ads do you have?
•
When do I pay?
•
Can I use my own artwork?
•
How many people will see my ad?
•
Do you furnish models?
•
I don’t have it in my budget now.
•
I advertise in another school’s yearbook.
•
I do mostly newspaper or radio advertising.
•
Kids don’t shop in my store.

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
No one looks at advertising in the yearbook?
On the contrary, the Correspondent or Stampede advertising section is one of the most popular sections in the publication
because there are lots of pictures; we also include features about the community.
A yearbook ad costs too much money. I can’t afford it right now.
We estimate that with the sale of almost 850 books throughout the SCHERTZ-CIBOLO-UNIVERSAL CITY area that the
STAMPEDE is read by over 7,500 people. The cost of a full-page
31 color ad is less than one nickel per reader. If you don’t

have the money right now but would like to purchase an ad, our business manager can bill you next month, or we can wait
until November.
High school kids don’t shop here. They don’t buy my product.
Even if students don’t shop here, they have influence on where their parents shop. USA TODAY estimates that students
affect $248.7 billion dollars of Mom and Dad’s spending. Remember, students are not the only people reading the
yearbook. Along with family and relatives, the book is seen throughout the SCHERTZ-CIBOLO-UNIVERSAL CITY area.
Even if I buy, I won’t see this ad for months.
Other types of media like magazines sell advertising up to six months in advance. The key is that when students are out for
the summer earning and spending money, they will have just seen your ad.
I’ve spent all I can on advertising this month (or year).
We would be happy to wait and bill you next month, or we can wait until November.
Do I have to give you the money right now? (I don’t trust kids.)
No, sir/madam. We can send you the bill, but the ad won’t be printed until final payment is received.
I used to buy an ad, but I don’t have kids in school anymore.
This is all the more reason to advertise. It will keep your name in front of the parents and the friends of your children.
The CLEMENS HIGH SCHOOL community benefits from your store, whether you have children in school or not. Parents
patronize store merchants who support their children and their school.
THE SALES CALL
•
Be sure to take this advertising booklet with you and a copy of the yearbook.
•
Be prepared to answer the objections.
•
Have a contract with the school’s name, address and telephone number already completed.
•
Have a working pen.
•
Practice.
•
Know the name of the person you need to speak with before you call or visit.
•
Remember to ask questions that they will respond to with an affirmative answer. Be positive.
•
Know the hours of business and do not visit within one hour of opening, lunch or closing. These 			
		
are usually very hectic times, and owners have their minds on other matters.
•
Dress appropriately, no denim.
•
Be courteous even if the adults are not.
Good afternoon Mr./Mrs. _________________________. I am ____________________ a member of
CLEMENS HIGH SCHOOL’S yearbook staff. I contacted you earlier by telephone (or you purchased an ad in last year’s
book).
Thank you for giving me the opportunity to show you all the advantages of advertising in the Correspondent or
Stampede. I know advertising is important to you and when you advertise you market directly to a target audience (wait to
see if there is a response).
I know you want to reach those consumers who have the buying power to purchase and who have the need for your
products or service. From our research, we know that teenagers have over $270 billion worth of purchasing influence.
By advertising in the CLEMENS publication you not only reach OVER 1850 students, but you also reach their parents
and relatives. You will also reach readers who visit area dentist and doctor’s offices because we offer to place books in the
SCHERTZ-CIBOLO-UNIVERSAL CITY area. We estimate this gives us over 7,500 readers. (Wait for response.)
Since a yearbook is a publication with an average lifetime of 30 years, this advertising works much longer than a
newspaper, television or radio ad.
We offer you several sizes and prices to choose from, and we can add graphics, rule lines, backgrounds or photographs
if you would like. (Show sample ads.)
What size ad would you like to buy? (Be sure to have the contract out and a pen ready for them to sign.)

CLOSING THE SALE
•
		
•
•
•

Answer all the questions. If there are any you do not know the answer to, write them down and 			
tell him/her you will get the answer and call them back.
If possible, get a copy of the business card and any art or logos.
Collect payment (preferably by check)
Be sure to have him/her sign the contract, then shake hands and thank them for their time.
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Things to Remember When Selling Ads
1. If there isn’t a contact name next to your assigned merchant/advertisement, find
out who each manager is by calling first. Do it right now. This week, call on your businesses and find out who the manager is and when (day and time) he/she can usually be
contacted.
2. Always, always address adults as Mister or Ms. BE COURTEOUS!
3. Dress appropriately. Guys should wear nice khaki pants or dress shorts with a
collared shirt tucked in (no t-shirts and no tennis shoes). Girls should wear nice dress
shorts, a skirt or a dress.
4. Always say thank you, even if you get turned down, and especially if they sign a
contract.
5. Many of the advertisers will want to see their ad from last year. Be sure you know
where it is (mark the page with a paper clip) BEFORE you visit them.
6. When reselling the ad, ask them if they would like to RENEW their ad and perhaps
buy a larger size and add color.
7. After seeing the ad, if they mention something they did not like, apologize, make a
note on the new contract and tell the owner/manager that you will notify the adviser to
arrange a solution (possibly a discount).
8. Continue with the RENEWAL.
9. Be courteous.
REMEMBER
Check your assigned list before visiting any of the merchants. Do not sell to any stores
in these areas that are on the assigned list. Only NEW ads can be contacted in these territories.
1. Students should contact the adviser or editor before going out to sell ads that are
not on the assigned list.
2. Staff members should keep an accurate account of who has gone to see what stores
in their territory so that other staff members do not duplicate visitations. If anyone sells
an ad not on the list, please contact MS. HERNANDEZ and let her know.
3. Do not attempt to sell ads alone. Sell in pairs. You will be much more successful.
4. New members should make a point to sell ads with a returning staff member from
your team.
5. Returning staff members should make themselves available for new members so
that new members can benefit from their experience and knowledge. Be positive.
6. Staff members should not be selling ads to businesses that have not been assigned
to them or are not in their territory. If you have any questions please call MS. HERNANDEZ.
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GET READY
Solvent

IT ALL ADS UP
AD SALES CHECKLIST
1. Know your contact. If there isn’t a contact name next to your assigned ad, find out who the manager
is by calling first. Call on your businesses NOW and find out who the managers are and what days and
times are best to contact him or her.
2. Talk to the right person. The person you talk with should have the authority to sign a contract. Ask
for the name of this person when scheduling an appointment.
3. Be expected. An appointment takes you out of the amateur ranks and makes you a professional.
4. Know your product. Be sure you know the facts about your yearbook, school and market. Be
prepared to answer questions such as: “How many students buy your book?”“When will it be
distributed?”“What other advertisers will be in the book?”“What options (i.e. color, page position, art,
etc.) do I have with my ad?”
5. Know the prospect. What advertising media do they use? Why? Address why advertising in your
yearbook is better. Check the yellow pages, local newspapers and magazines for advertisements they
may have purchased.
6. Be courteous. Be polite and friendly with your prospect and with the receptionist or secretary who
gets you past the front door. You never know how much influence the person out front might have on
the final sale.
7. Wait for their full attention. If he or she is trying to conduct other business while meeting with you,
ask if there is an office or someplace where you may both talk undisturbed or if there is a better time to
speak with him/her. If not, be patient and be polite.
8. Don’t choke. It’s easier said than done. Many salespeople get nervous and forget everything they
meant to say. Don’t spend time worrying about it. It happens to everybody. The solution is practice. Role
play with other staffers for experience. You may feel funny doing this, but it makes a big difference on
real sales calls.
9. Listen. Look prospect in the eyes and listen. Then ask pertinent questions. Show an interest in him and
his product(s). Sometimes just showing honest34
concern will win the sale.

GET READY
Solvent

10. Answer objections. You can plan on your prospect saying “no” at least five times before saying
“yes.” Learn the common objections (see our list) and successful counterstrategies from experienced
salespeople.
11. Dress neatly. This may seem elementary, but first impressions have strong impact on the sale. Guys
should wear nice khaki pants or dress shorts with a collared shirt, tucked in. Girls should wear a dress,
skirt and blouse or dress shorts (no t-shirts, no tennis shoes, no denim).
12. Be creative. Think about anything extra you can do for your prospect’s ad. What about copy, art and
design?
13. Ask for the order. Many salespeople don’t. Don’t just present your ad package and talk about your
wonderful book. You must ASK FOR THE ORDER. Have the contract and a pen ready for the prospect to
sign. If you don’t ask, you won’t make the sale.
14. Say thank you. Complete the "Certificate of Appreciation" and give it to the merchant with a smile
and a thank you.
15. Collect data. Ask for a business card, attach it to the contract and inform the merchant that you will
contact him or her in August for clip art, copy and pictures (whatever applies).
16. Renewals. If this is a renewal, be sure to have the ad in the yearbook marked with a paper clip. The
advertiser will want to see it. Try to upscale the ad (size and color). Remember the above: ask for the sale,
say thank you and note changes in contract, if any.
17. Collect payment. If possible collect payment at the time of sale. Inform the merchant that he or she
can receive a $5 discount if he or she pays now.
18. No sale. If you are unable to convince the merchant to purchase ad space, be sure to get a call slip
signed. Remind the merchant that you are doing this for a grade.
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STUDENTS ARE WORTH MORE THAN YOU THINK!
Are students viable consumers? If so, how and where do they spend their money? What does the average
student spend weekly, monthly and yearly?
Recent studies indicate the average high school student spends roughly $300/month for expenditures such
as entertainment, clothing and transportation (not including new car expenses).
The following chart illustrates the normal expenses incurred by students of a high school based on
enrollment of 1000 students.
PER STUDENT
STUDENT BODY
CLOTHING
shoes
jeans/pants
CLOTHING
shirts
shoes& blouses
dresses
& suits
jeans/pants
coats
shirts & blouses
sweaters
dresses & suits
coats
sweaters
other accessories

3 pair @ 40.00
5 pair @ 30.00
73 @
25.00
pair
@ 40.00
25 @
100.00
pair @ 30.00
17 @
@ 75.00
25.00
32 @
@ 30.00
100.00
1 @ 75.00
3 @ 30.00

$12.00/week
ENTERTAINMENT & MOVIES
$12.00/week
CDs or downloads
Average
MUSIC $15/month
CDs or downloads
Average $15/month
Costs students about $20/month
HAIRCUTS AND HEALTH NEEDS
Costs students about $20/month
Students spend about $25/week
EATING OUT
Students spend about $25/week
CARS
parents
get a particular
car, thefor
total
amount
A familyto
averages
about $18,000
a new
car. would be
If about 1/3 of your student body persuades his/her
TOTAL EXPENDITURES (for a calendar year)
parents to get a particular car, the total amount would be
TOTAL EXPENDITURES (for a calendar year)

(yearly)
PER STUDENT
$120.00
150.00
(yearly)
175.00
$120.00
200.00
150.00
75.00
175.00
90.00
200.00
75.00
$910.00
90.00
100.00
$910.00
$624.00

(yearly)
STUDENT
BODY
$120,000.00
150,000.00
(yearly)
175,000.00
$120,000.00
200,000.00
150,000.00
75,000.00
175,000.00
90,000.00
200,000.00
75,000.00
$910,000.00
90,000.00
100,000.00
$910,000.00
$624,000.00

$624.00

$624,000.00

$160.00

$160,000.00

$160.00
$240.00

$160,000.00
$240,000.00

$240.00
$1,300.00

$240,000.00
$1,300,000.00

$1,300.00

$1,300,000.00
$6,000,000.00

$3,234.00

$3,234,000.00
$6,000,000.00

$3,234.00

$3,234,000.00
(without car)

$9,234,000.00

(with car)

The above information is evidence that high school students are important consumers to community
businesses. If these facts are hard to believe, you may want to verify the study by taking your own survey. Your
survey can be an excellent way to convince local merchants that students are worthy of their advertising
attention. The amount of money students pump
36 into their community is really incredible!

Advertising Call Slip for Non-buyers

Date: ________________________
Merchant: ______________________________________________________________
Contact Name & Number/Email: ______________________________________________________________
Student: _______________________________________________
Reason for not purchasing an ad (please check all that apply)
Price ____			
Don’t think enough audience is reached ____
Decision-making individual was unavailable _____ Student was unprofessional ____
Other: ________________________________________________________________
The Clemen’s Correspondent and The Stampede are student publications produced by Clemens High School.
Staff members sell advertisements as part of their grade. By signing below you are letting their teacher know
they attempted a sale but were unsuccessful, so their effort won’t be penalized.

Advertising Call Slip for Non-buyers

Date: ________________________
Merchant: ______________________________________________________________
Contact Name & Number/Email: ______________________________________________________________
Student: _______________________________________________
Reason for not purchasing an ad (please check all that apply)
Price ____			
Don’t think enough audience is reached ____
Decision-making individual was unavailable _____ Student was unprofessional ____
Other: ________________________________________________________________
The Clemen’s Correspondent and The Stampede are student publications produced by Clemens High School.
Staff members sell advertisements as part of their grade. By signing below you are letting their teacher know
they attempted a sale but were unsuccessful, so their effort won’t be penalized.

Advertising Call Slip for Non-buyers

Date: ________________________
Merchant: ______________________________________________________________
Contact Name & Number/Email: ______________________________________________________________
Student: _______________________________________________
Reason for not purchasing an ad (please check all that apply)
Price ____			
Don’t think enough audience is reached ____
Decision-making individual was unavailable _____ Student was unprofessional ____
Other: ________________________________________________________________
The Clemen’s Correspondent and The Stampede are student publications produced by Clemens High School.
Staff members sell advertisements as part of their grade. By signing below you are letting their teacher know
they attempted a sale but were unsuccessful, so their effort won’t be penalized.				
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Correspondent

The
Correspondent
2017-2018

Ad Contract

Business Name
Business Owner Name

(Area) Telephone

Address

City, State, Zip

E-mail Address

**Please note: You will have 24 hours from the time the proof is sent to make any corrections. After
24 hours The Correspondent’s staff will assume that it is ready for press. The Correspondent’s staff
is not responsible for cancelled e-mail accounts or Internet service problems. PLEASE WRITE

Customer Signature

Date

Samuel Clemens High School
School Name

Newspaper Staff Member Signature

Britney Hernandez

(210) 945-

Adviser Name

(Area) Telephone

Select

Size

check one

See website
for exact
dimensions

Price

Price
per issue

Must be paid
in full at time (3-4 isof purchase

Full Page

$200

$155

Half Page

$130

$85

1/4 Page

$80

$60

1/8 Page

$35

$20

*Photos: For quality purposes, please provide only digital im-

Price
per issue

ages on a flash drive. Drives will not be returned. Trademarks,
logos and artwork must be suitable for reproduction with proper
copyright permissions.

(5+ issues)

*Text: To avoid typos, we rocommend you type all text and
save the file onto the flash drive.

$130

(x6 = $780)

$65

* Our staff can design the ad for you at a cost of 20% of
the price for your selected ad space. This is a one-time

$45

*Pre-designed ads will be accepted as long as they are

(x6 = $390)

high-quality resolution

(x6 =

$15

(x6 =

Materials & payment must be sent to Mrs. Hernandez in Room A104

Payment (circle one):
OFFICE USE ONLY:

cash

check

(made payable to Samuel Clemens High

issue #1 date rec’d __________ cash _________

issue #4 date rec’d __________ cash _________ check #

issue #7 date rec’d __________ cash _________ check #

issue #2 date rec’d __________ cash _________
issue #3 date rec’d __________ cash _________

issue #5 date rec’d __________ cash _________ check #

issue #8 date rec’d __________ cash _________ check #
issue #9 date rec’d __________ cash _________ check #
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issue #6 date rec’d __________ cash _________ check #

STAMPEDE

The
STAMPEDE
2017-2018

Ad Contract

Business Name
Business Owner Name

(Area) Telephone

Address

City, State, Zip

E-mail Address

**Please note: You will have 24 hours from the time the proof is sent to make any corrections. After 24
hours The Correspondent’s staff will assume that it is ready for press. The Correspondent’s staff is not
responsible for cancelled e-mail accounts or Internet service problems. PLEASE WRITE LEGIBLY.**

Customer Signature

Date

Samuel Clemens High School
School Name

Yearbook Staff Member Signature

Britney Hernandez

(210) 945-1002

Adviser Name

(Area) Telephone
*Photos: For quality purposes, please provide only digital images

Select

Size

Price

check one

See website
for exact
dimensions

Must be paid
in full at time
of purchase

Full Page

$420

*Text: To avoid typos, we rocommend you type all text and
save the file onto the flash drive.

Half Page

$216

* Our staff can design the ad for you at a cost of 20% of the
price for your selected ad space. This is a one-time fee.

1/4 Page

$108

*Pre-designed ads will be accepted as long as they are

1/8 Page

$54

on a flash drive. Drives will not be returned. Trademarks, logos and
artwork must be suitable for reproduction with proper copyright
permissions.

high-quality resolution

Materials & payment must be sent to Mrs. Hernandez in Room A104

Payment (circle one):
OFFICE USE ONLY:

cash

check

(made payable to Samuel Clemens High School)

issue #1 date rec’d __________ cash _________ check #

issue #4 date rec’d __________ cash _________ check #

issue #7 date rec’d __________ cash _________ check #

issue #2 date rec’d __________ cash _________ check #
issue #3 date rec’d __________ cash _________ check #

issue #5 date rec’d __________ cash _________ check #

issue #8 date rec’d __________ cash _________ check #
issue #9 date rec’d __________ cash _________ check #

issue #6 date rec’d __________ cash _________ check #
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